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List of Fees for RegisterDirect 
 
Valid since May 1st, 2021 
 
All Prices in Euro excl. local VAT. All of the listed prices are government fees (Link to Austrian Court Fee Act - only in German). Charging 
includes the Clearing Office Charge according to chosen Subscription Plan. 
 

Firmenbuch (Company Register) EUR 

1. Current business register extract  3.76 

2. Current business register extract with historical (deleted) data  6.30 

3. 
Abridged extract (company name, domicile, registered office 
address, legal form) 

 FREE 

4. 
Abridged extract with maximum 2 persons or alphabetical person 
list 

 1.17 

5. 
Result of a company search filtered by commercial court, legal 
form, legal nature or domicile, or result of a person search 

 FREE 

6. Result of a nationwide company search without filter  FREE 

7. Result of a search for filings of a company per displayed registration number FREE 

8. Result of a search for filed annual accounts per displayed registration number FREE 

9. Documents in the records of filings per document 1.17 

10. Result of a search for documents (records of filings) per displayed registration number FREE 

11. Search in section company info with links per person list and per 
appointment overview per person 

 1.17 

12. Search in section company info per company list with links  1.17 

13. 
Search in section company info per company information with 
links 

 1.17 

 
GISA (Trade Register) EUR 

1. Result list of a filtered search in the Austrian Trade Register FREE 

2. GISA-Extract – Trade Register extract with current data FREE 

3. Historical GISA-Extract – Trade Register extract with historical data FREE 

 
Grundbuch (Land Registry) EUR 

1. Current and full extract of a land registry number (EZ) per EZ 3.76 

2. Current extract filtered by folios (A1,A2,B,C) per EZ 2.00 

3. Current and full extract without filter – with links per EZ 3.76 

4. Extract of folio A1-of one EZ (current abridged extract) per folio of one EZ 2.00 

5. Extract of folio A2-of one EZ (current abridged extract) per folio of one EZ 2.00 

6. Extract of folio B-of one EZ (current abridged extract) per folio of one EZ 2.00 

7. Extract of folio C-of one EZ (current abridged extract) per folio of one EZ 2.00 

8. Search for current daily file number (TZ) per TZ 0.47 

9. Extract of document out of the records of filings per document 1.17 

10
. 

Extract of historical EZ (list of deleted entries) for the last 5 years  1.88 

11
. 

Extract of historical EZ (list of deleted entries) without time limit  4.47 

12
. 

Search for current daily file number (TZ) at a specific past date per TZ 1.88 

13
. 

Extract of additional information to a specific TZ per TZ 1.88 

14
. 

Search for sales contracts per cadastral community (KG) per KG 1.88 

15
. 

Information to a property group (in records of groups) per group 1.88 
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16
. 

Extract from digital cadastral map (DKM graphic) in full scale up to 500 meters  3.76 

17
. 

Extract from digital cadastral map (DKM graphic) in full scale up to 1 000m  13.00 

18
. Extract from digital cadastral map (DKM graphic) in full scale up to 2 000m  49.00 

19
. 

Extract from records of properties without address (GST extract) for 1 to 10 properties  3.76 

21
. 

Extract from records of properties without address (GST extract) for 11 to 100 
properties 

 13.00 

22
. 

Extract from records of properties with property address for 1 to 10 properties  4.00 

23
. 

Extract from records of properties with property address for 11 to 100 properties  15.00 

24
. 

Search for property addresses in the records of addresses (street list without house 
number) 

 FREE 

25
. 

Search for property addresses in the records of addresses (street list without house 
number) up to 10 hits 

 1.17 

26
. 

Search for property addresses in the records of addresses (street list without house 
number) up to 100 hits 

 3.76 

27
. 

Search for property addresses in the records of addresses (street list without house 
number) up to 1000 hits 

 38.00 

28
. 

Search by person (for authorized users only) 
per person 1.88 
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